THE BUILDING OF PROTESTANT ENGLAND
a member who was strongly antagonistic to their general feeling.
The vast majority of Englishmen lived by agriculture and had
nothing to do with borough representation; they could not
meet in any considerable numbers as a rule to affect in any way
the choice of the knights of the shire who were to be sent to
the Parliaments. A majority of agricultural England was by
this time, of course, opposed to Catholicism, and perhaps hardly
one-third of the squires and their tenants were still in sympathy
with it by, say, 1620. Thirdly, the Catholics as a body were
lukewarm; they varied from those who remained in vague sym-
pathy with the old religion to the rare men who were ready to
make heavy sacrifices in its favour. And even such as were
quite openly Catholic differed in their policy, and all save a
very few were now reluctant to have their loyalty to a Protestant
king questioned. There was dispute on the Oath of Supremacy ;
most Catholics desired to take that oath in some form which
would not directly deny the Catholic doctrine of unity, and James
was eager to meet them. But they could never get a sufficiently
definite pronouncement permitting them to take the oath in a
modified form; their ecclesiastical authorities would not give it.
Lastly, there was behind the whole Protestant movement in
England—which now commanded a considerable majority, and
a majority which was increasing every year—the driving-force
of enthusiasm. The Puritan movement, though in minority,
was most active and was rising; it had affected a great number
of the squires and the wealthy merchants, and therefore made
itself felt in the House of Commons on such rare occasions as
that body was summoned to meet at the Government orders.
The Affair of the Palatinate.    The business of the
Palatinate, the second interest of the later reign, was as follows;
The King had not been fortunate in his family relations.
His cousin Arabella Stuart having claims to the throne second
only to his own, and having married the son of that Lord
Beauchamp who had been proposed to the throne in the place
of James before Elizabeth's death, James saw no way out of it
but to imprison her in the Tower, where she not long afterwards
died mad.
His eldest son, Prince Henry, upon whom all his hopes had
been set, had died in 1612, leaving a delicate boy in his thirteenth
year, Charles, as the only chance of continuing the line.
His daughter, the Princess Elizabeth, had been married the
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